1.7pJ/SOP Neuromorphic Processor with Integrated Partial Sum Routers for In-Network Computing
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Abstract—Conventional neuromorphic accelerators primarily leverage split-merge method to accommodate a neural network that is beyond a single core’s size, leading to possible accuracy loss, extra core usage and significant power and energy overhead. This work presents an energy-efficient, reconfigurable neuromorphic processor to address the problem by (i) a partial sum router circuitry that enables in-network computing to remove the need of extra merge cores; (ii) software-defined Networks-on-Chip that eliminates the power-hungry routing compute and (iii) fine-grained power gating and clock gating technique for power reduction. Our test chip achieves lossless mapping as the algorithm and an energy efficiency of 1.7pJ/SOP at 0.5V, 19% lower than state-of-the-art result.


I. INTRODUCTION

Recent Spiking Neural Network (SNN) processors have successfully demonstrated impressive performance and energy efficiency in digit recognition [1], object detection [2], robotic control [3] and event-based perception [4], etc. However, typical SNN architectures leverage on neuron cores for synaptic weight accumulation while deploying Networks-on-Chip (NoCs, i.e. buffers, routers and wire links) for spike delivery across the cores [5], [6], [7]. This can lead to information loss due to spike quantization error that arises from the size constraint of a physical neuron core. As Fig. 1(a) depicts, a post-synaptic neuron receives a number of synaptic weights from the pre-synaptic neurons. A single neuron core can not accommodate all the synaptic inputs if they exceed the fan-in limit of the core. Hence a many-fan-in layer (e.g., a fully connected layer) has to be mapped onto multiple cores whereas each core individually fires a spike based on a partial sum instead of a total sum. The intermediate spikes are subsequently collected using additional merge cores such that an aggregate within the NoCs till a full total sum is formulated (1). However, the exact partial sum values have lost after the quantization in the split cores, rendering the total sum discrepant from the software-computed weighted sum and eventually degrading inference accuracy. Moreover, the split-and-merge scheme incurs considerable area and power overheads due to the additional merge cores, suppressing the energy efficiency advantage of utilizing SNN.

To overcome the issue, we propose In-Network Computing (INC) and demonstrate it with Shenjing architecture [8] via compute-enabled NoCs to achieve lossless, flexible and energy-efficient SNN operations (Fig. 1(b)). The proposed technique is able to (1) prevent the accuracy loss due to the neuron core quantization by enforcing partial sums to aggregate within the NoCs till a full total sum is formulated and (2) allow efficient core mapping with less physical cores by eliminating the need of merge cores. Moreover, our NoCs circuitry offloads the routing computation and the flow control from the neuromorphic processor to the software. To further improve area efficiency, our processor reuses a single partial-sum/spike router for all the fan-out neurons in a core via time multiplexing whereas Shenjing [8] adopts dedicated routers for
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Enhanced with power gating and clock gating, the chip in 40nm CMOS technology consumes merely 0.5 mW power and 1.7pJ energy per synaptic operation with lossless mapping from the algorithm onto the hardware.

II. LOSSLESS MAPPING WITH IN-NETWORK COMPUTING

Fig. 2(a) details the mapping of an illustrative $768 \times 512 \times 10$ SNN onto the processor for MNIST digit inference. Layer 1 (i.e., L1 - $768 \times 512$) is mapped to the first 8 cores (i.e., red cores) of the $4 \times 3$ array while Layer 2 (i.e., L2 - $512 \times 10$) is mapped to core (0, 2) and (1, 2) (i.e., yellow cores). Considering L1, instead of quantizing the partial sum within each core, the partial sum router integrates an adder for accumulation along the data propagation till it arrives at core (0, 0) and core (0, 1) where the final spikes are sent to L2. Eventually, the dataflow forms an adder tree (Fig. 2(b)), starting from the 8 cores and aggregating at the root node core (0, 2) where the classification is made. In other words, the dataflow is accelerated along propagation as the NoCs possess computing capability to aggregate it, which is the essence of In-Network Computing. This allows direct mapping of a logical core on the SNN hardware without retraining to recover the classification accuracy loss due to the binary decision of the spiking function within each core. Note that we still require multiple cores to map a large layer, but the number of cores is 33% lesser than the split-and-merge scheme [1], [2], thanks to the partial sum router. Fig. 2(c) depicts the circuit diagram of a Neural Process Unit (NPU or Neuro-core), including a neuron core, a partial sum router and a spike router. The neuron core is implemented with SRAM banks that transfer the multiplication of spike input and synaptic weight into memory read. The local partial sum from each neuron can be injected to the partial sum NoCs via output ports (N/S/E/W) or added with the incoming partial sums for multiple times in the router. The router addresses the routing requirements of the 256 neurons one by one via time multiplexing. All the operations are orchestrated by an FSM controller. The details of the routing operation are elaborated in Section III.

III. PROPOSED NEUROMORPHIC PROCESSOR

A. Low Power Circuit Techniques

Low power circuit techniques are incorporated in the SNN chip to further reduce its power and improve the energy efficiency (Fig. 3). First, the neuron core is divided into $2 \times 2$ sub-cores, each implemented with $128 \times 128$ SRAM banks such that the two vertical cores can be operated in parallel to improve the throughput and reduce latency (Fig. 3(a)). This partitioning of SRAM banks at the sub-core level allows fine-grained power gating in the synaptic memory when a smaller number of neurons are needed. In the scenario where only one sub-core is in operation, we can suppress the dynamic and the leakage power values of an NPU by 44% and 50%, respectively by enabling power gating on the remaining sub-cores (Fig. 3(b)). As synaptic activities can be determined offline by using our in-house compilation flow, sub-core power gating control bits are set and programmed into the chip, depending on the network requirement. Second, at the core level, memory sleep and clock gating are applied to the sub-cores and the router circuits, respectively. In conjunction with the power gating technique, the dynamic and the leakage power per NPU can be eventually reduced by 53% and 56%, respectively (Fig. 3(b)). Third, the number of NoC links and the power associated with the core dimension are investigated to determine the optimal core size (i.e., $256 \times 256$) where the power overhead and the SRAM utilization is balanced (Fig. 3(c)). Finally, atomic-operation-level configuration is supported by the processor via control signals from our toolchain. This facilitates efficient core mapping and effective energy calculation by decomposing a complex task into a population of atomic operations. An example is illustrated in Fig. 3(d).

B. NoC Routers and NPU

The implementation of NoC routers is illustrated in Fig. 4. In the partial sum router, the output of the adder is registered and fed back to the accumulation data path for consecutive additions. The receiving input, if not needed locally, will bypass adjacent cores instantly. Similarly, the spike router registers bypass the incoming spikes as a crossbar switch between the input and the output ports. The routing operations are defined by the instructions that are computed offline and preloaded in a tiny register file and a Look-Up Table (LUT), depending on the mapping result. All the 256 neurons in the core, connect to one partial-sum router and one spike router, respectively in a time multiplexing manner. The interconnected routers form a dedicated link that guarantees the partial sum or spike from the current neuron has been delivered to the destination before switching to the next neuron. To offset the multiplexing-induced delay, the router works at a $256 \times$ higher frequency compared to the neuron circuit, ensuring to serve all the neurons in one clock cycle from the neuron’s perspective.
The NPU consists of 4 sub-neuron cores, routers, MUX and combinational circuits and adopts a crossbar array architecture to generate a local partial sum. To minimize routing congestion and power consumption due to the large clock tree of multicore SNN processor, we employed hierarchical layout with each NPU as a hard macro. As shown in Fig. 4(a), each NPU occupies an area of 1.02 mm$^2$ in 40nm CMOS technology node with the NoC routers placed at the center to ease the communication with multiple SRAM-based synaptic memories and the nearby sub-cores. Ultra-low leakage SRAM arrays are chosen to minimize the overall chip leakage. Area breakdown of the NPU circuitry is exhibited in Fig. 4(a), with 80% of the area occupied by the SRAM-based synapse memories.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A 12-NPU prototype chip has been fabricated in 40nm CMOS technology, occupies a total area of 19.76 mm$^2$, including I/O pads. Fig. 4(b) depicts the inter-connectivity of our neuromorphic processor with the FPGA-based host CPU via a \( \mu \)Blaze subsystem that incorporates a BRAM, control logic and a CPU–SNN bridge. The bridge is built to transfer data and instructions to activate the chip. Fig. 5 shows die micrograph, chip summary and measurement setup. Fig. 6 exhibits the dependency of accuracy and weight precision for the MNIST-MLP task. We adopt 5b weight value for a satisfactory accuracy (> 96%) with minimal hardware cost. Besides, the architecture is demonstrated with a shape sensing application where an 8-core mapping can successfully recognize 5 different shapes (i.e., container, TV remote, laptop, toy gun, cup) with an accuracy of 97.8% by leveraging AI-on-Skin technique [9] (Fig. 7). Fig. 8 shows that the chip is fully functional down to 0.42V at 5KHz while the leakage and the dynamic power against VDD are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively. The test chip achieves a minimum energy per spiking operation of 1.7pJ at 0.5V. Typical output waveforms
between the processor and the FPGA host at 0.5V are also captured and shown in Fig. 11.

Finally, we benchmark our test chip with the existing state of the art. As the table shows, our design consumes 1.7pJ/SOP, and 62.9nJ/step for the MNIST task, achieving 19% and 17% improvement compared to the reported best metrics, respectively. This is primarily due to our in-network computing circuits that eliminate extra core usage, the lightweight NoCs that remove the routing computation and the low power techniques that gate the inactive memory banks and routers.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose and fabricate a 12-NPU neuromorphic processor with In-Network Computing scheme to eliminate extra core usage and obtain lossless mapping on SNN. Assisted with low power circuit techniques, the chip achieves an accuracy of 96.1% on MNIST-MLP task, with an energy efficiency of 1.7pJ/SOP at 0.5V, 19% lower than the state-of-the-art result. This manifests that our processor is highly suitable for Artificial Intelligence applications on energy-constrained edge devices.
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